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Where “two or three are gathered together in my name,” God is present, the Christian faithful are promised. Where many more are gathered, it seems less of a sure thing. Large numbers appear to inspire the presence of an earthly, not heavenly hierarchy. This is the predicament faced by all would-be holy assemblies. How does one properly govern a human community dedicated to divine purposes? The American answer, from its earliest Pilgrim beginnings, was that one does not; rather, all do. American Protestant ecclesiology was largely a creation of the various types of congregational revolt against England’s religious establishment, as well as Reformation opposition to Rome’s assertion of priestly prerogatives. The ideal brought to British North America was that of a distinctly local church. Though it may have shared purposes and loose affiliations with other congregations, the church was subject to the will of its own congregants. Even among the state-established Anglicans in the southern colonies, the wildness and breadth of the land, together with the scarcity of ministers, made episcopal oversight tenuous at best. Time and political revolution would only increase this democratic tendency. By the early decades of the nineteenth century, Enlightenment principles and reviverist practice had come together to create a radically populist and anti-authoritarian pattern of church government. This final assertion is Nathan Hatch’s widely accepted explanation of religion in antebellum America. American religion was populist in its structure, as well as its spirit.

“Democratization” is, however, only one of several available organizing narratives for America’s religious history. This article does not deny its interpretive value, much less argue for the superiority of another. We all know, however, that metanarratives occlude even as they illuminate. In this case, the rubric of political action or democratization has tended to baptize all of American religion into evangelicalism, broadly defined but denominationally suited to the Reformed...
tradition and American Republic. Other religious motivations and aspirations have been overlooked. This is not a new complaint, though it has gone largely unheeded. More than thirty years ago, Timothy Smith made the case that theological perfectionism animated the revivals and reforms of antebellum Congregationalists, Presbyterians, and Methodists, such as Finney and the Beechers. More obviously, John Wesley’s promise that believers could be graced, even “filled with the fullness of God,” has produced an enduring holiness movement in America. Taking up the thread of Timothy Smith’s argument regarding the import of perfectionism to the story of American religion, this essay attempts to demonstrate the conceptual limits of the democratization thesis by calling into question one if its more commonly cited examples: the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints (LDS).

Specifically, I invite reconsideration of Nathan Hatch’s use of Mormonism to evidence American democratization as populist and anti-authoritarian. Certainly, if populism is defined in terms of the desire to turn paupers into princely priests, then Smith was a populist. He merged civil and religious spheres and governed the whole by an ordained priesthood of all believers, eventually including women. But, for Smith and his followers, the power by which paupers became priests was not derived from the community of believers: it was not, strictly speaking, populist. Moreover, Smith’s design for his church and several city-states included theocrats and not merely priests, but high priests. Thus, Mormonism cannot rightly be numbered among those antebellum movements that, according to Hatch, sounded “the death knell for corporate and hierarchic conceptions of the social order.” More specifically, Hatch’s conclusion that Smith himself was “violently anticlerical but confident that God will constitute the church according to popular norms” begs for reconsideration in light of the LDS church’s practice and thought between Smith’s organization of it in 1830 and his death in 1844.

Second, as you might expect, given what I have said about perfectionism, this article responds also to a more recent characterization of the content and context of American theology. Mark Noll has argued that antebellum America’s god was republican or, more specifically, constructed from a theological synthesis of public virtue and philosophical commonsense realism. The effect of this synthesis was, he writes, to cede earlier preoccupation with divine science to political science, making concern for the nation’s social and political order—race and region especially—superior to, even dispositive of classic theological concerns. I posit here that the Latter-day Saints provide a useful counterpoint to this conclusion. They remind us that evangelical Protestantism’s religio-political synthesis was not absolute. Neither
were the Saints alone. Many differing theologies of church existed pri-
or to and later competed effectively with the evangelical vision of
America, albeit increasingly from the margins of cultural authority. As
David Brion Davis observed fifty years ago, “The forgotten fact about
Mormonism is that the New England settlers in York State had a tradi-
tion which held that a church is something more than a social group,
that theology has concerns other than the nature of man.”9 Today, this
is a fact more often forgotten about New England and American Prot-
estantism itself. Here, too, Timothy Smith deserves to be remember-
ed for his complaint, two years after publication of Hatch’s The Sacred
Cause of Liberty and ten years prior to the publication of Democratiza-
tion: “Millennial expectation, which Nathan Hatch finds central in
Republican political rhetoric, was more religious than ideological in
character, I believe, and preoccupied as much with the future of all
mankind as with the special role of the United States in securing it.”10

Acknowledging my indebtedness to Davis and Timothy Smith’s
trenchant observations, I argue more broadly for the historiographic
necessity of attending to the unambiguously religious preoccupation of
American religion and its ambiguous relation to the Republic, manifest
in perfectionism especially and put in high relief by Mormonism.11
Doing so, I wager, will lead to a more nuanced understanding of both
America and its religions. I pursue my historiographic goal with an
argument that takes me beyond the immediate question of whether
nineteenth-century Mormonism was or was not populist and republi-
can to take up an admittedly religious studies question. How does per-
fectionism in the form of Mormonism, at least, mediate American
democratic culture and the felt demands of divine immediacy? If Mor-
monism was, as Emerson quipped, the “after-clap of Puritanism,” its
particular sound was undoubtedly John Winthrop’s worst, antinomian
nightmare.12 Descended from the American progeny of England and
New England’s radical sectarians, Smith preached the necessity of reve-
lation as a direct encounter with God, and not as a conversion experi-
ence but rather as a deifying one.13 Smith was the Henry Ford of
theophany: everyone could and should have one. Thus, out of these his-
toriographic arguments about whether and how to fit Mormonism with-
in the regnant forms of antebellum religious polity arises another, more
substantive question: how did Mormonism survive its own antinomian
aspirations and practices? How did a movement that purposefully set
about making every member a prophet/prophetess, priest/priestess,
and king/queen sustain any order, much less secure the obedience of
thousands to one man in an increasingly democratic political order?

I argue that Smith organized power within his movement by
creating three parallel sites of authority: priestly office, council, and
These were not in the pattern of American constitutionalism or a “separation of powers,” executive, legislative, and judicial and with individuals limited to a role in one or the other power. Rather, all believers held degrees of authority in every site simultaneously as officers of the church, members of governing councils and kin within sacramentalized families, but with varying positions and thus, shifting status vis-à-vis each other according to context: office, council or kinship. The practical effect of these overlapping power structures was to ensure that no individual had ultimate authority in every circumstance, including Smith himself. These shifting status relationships and reciprocities of power stabilized Mormonism’s potentially self-destructive antinomianism and, as a historiographical matter, have been mistaken for populism.

In sum, this analysis of antebellum LDS church order is an effort to provide a perfectionist example of an alternative to the democratizing and republican narratives of American religion, even in their most erudite and persuasive expression by Professors Hatch and Noll. My hope is that this example of a third motif will contribute to a better understanding or at least invite greater scrutiny of the continuing presence and appeal of America’s radical religions.

Office: Democratic Polity Meets Priestly Authority

The organization of Joseph Smith’s followers into a church was not the result of an unintentional evolution into a structured, ecclesiastical identity or an intentional adaptation of a previously shared denominational order. Rather, on April 6, 1830, Smith, his extended family, and several others in upstate New York who had participated in the publication of the Book of Mormon met expressly to incorporate a church for themselves “agreeable to the laws of our country by the will and commandments of God.” In addition to the six designated as the official incorporators of “the Church of Christ” under New York law, there were approximately twenty others present. Most were already baptized into their new faith and some were already ordained to church office. Significantly for Mormonism, priestly ordination preceded church formation. Ultimately, what these first members had in common was a belief that God was, through Joseph Smith, restoring a sacramental “fullness” of the Christian gospel, not merely correcting wrongs in other churches.

Its claim to originality notwithstanding, early Mormonism fit the regnant forms of religious New England, adjusted to frontier exigencies and norms. Like their early nineteenth-century Protestant
neighbors, the Latter-day Saints met on Sundays and held periodic conferences to discuss and conduct the business of the church. Their local meetings were comprised of gospel teaching and observance of the Lord’s Supper. Consistent with Hatch’s depiction of them, their conferences were a combination of delegated representation and democratic attendance. But, in the summer of 1829, Smith ordained some to the office of elder and gave authority to ordain others to offices of lesser jurisdiction: teacher and priest. The duties of these offices were as familiar as their names. For example, elders were evangelists of the restoration, organizing house churches and ordaining teachers and priests to administer to the needs of their proselytes.

Inevitably, subsequent incorporation of geographically scattered believers provided the occasion for creating a more complex administrative structure that included conferences. Two months after the church’s incorporation, members were instructed, “It shall be the duty of the several churches, composing the church of Christ, to send one or more of their teachers to attend the several conferences held by the elders of the church.” Elders and teachers were licensed by these conferences, by vote of their local churches, and through ordination. At the direction of the conference, presiding elders also were ordained. Nonordained members were in attendance, voted on appointments, and participated in communion. In addition, sermons were preached, spiritual gifts tested, social problems disposed of, and the financial business of the growing church settled. The record of the June 1830 conference noted that thirty members were in attendance, “besides whom, many assembled with us, who were either believers or anxious to learn.” Thus, equally important to those present was the experience of spiritual manifestations that confirmed the biblical consistency and holiness of Smith’s enterprise. The official report of the conference observed, “To find ourselves engaged in the very same order of things as observed by the holy Apostles of old… to witness and feel with our own natural senses… combined to create within us sensations of rapturous gratitude, and inspire us with fresh zeal and energy in the cause of truth.”

Parallels for each of these organizing elements and religious sentiments are found among the Saints’ neighbors. Methodist quarterly conferences provide the most obvious, though not the only point of comparison. An early nineteenth-century gathering of the Western Methodist Conference, for example, began with discussion of church policy, made a number of financial decisions, formed committees to warn the world of calamities to come, examined the worthiness of those nominated for ordination, and listened to elders preach the gospel. Of the last evening, the record notes, “The Conference spent a few hours,
this evening, in speaking of the work of God in their souls and Circuits.”23
A now famous excerpt from an earlier record speaks of such conferences as a “moving, melting time. . . . God manifested himself in his Spirit’s power. . . . The lively exercises continued until near sundown.”24 What has been said of the Methodists is equally true of the first Mormons: their conferences “were intensely introspective and communal affairs punctuated by formal religious observances and by more routine business.”25

Burgeoning membership challenged the egalitarian impulses of all American churches, however. By 1808, church growth led to the reintroduction of a modest hierarchy to Methodism when its General Conference was reconstituted as a representative body limited to one in five preachers from each Annual Conference of the local churches. The General Conference became “a delegated body of ministers . . . vested with full legislative authority.”26 Democratic sentiments caused a second reformation of American Methodism in 1824, when equal access was sought for laity to Annual and General Conferences. This led to schism and the creation of the Methodist Protestant Church, which had no bishops or presiding elders and permitted lay representation. But, even for those remaining in the Methodist Episcopal Church, the rule of bishop was deemed “simply a convenient and effective form of superintendency, similar to Wesley’s own oversight over his preachers and societies.”27 Thus, in the early nineteenth century, American Methodism reacted to growth by delegating local authority to democratically elected representatives or by providing equal representation for laity at conferences.

The Methodist response to growth was typical of the period. Even Episcopalians began sharing the traditional power of the episcopacy. By 1840, missionary efforts had resulted in Episcopalians ranking sixth in denominational population figures. In western New York, for example, their parishes had doubled in number, no small feat for England’s state religion in post-Revolutionary America. If anywhere, it is among these stewards of British episcopal tradition that one would expect to find antirepublican tendencies. But, taking a distinctly egalitarian turn after the Revolution, the remaining parishes “empowered” representatives to enact a new national charter in 1789.28 Over the next forty years, procedures for altering the church’s liturgy were made contingent upon majority vote by state conventions that included lay representatives of the several churches.29 Moreover, the role of bishops was explicitly curtailed. As stated by one of the state conventions, “According to what we conceive to be true Apostolic Institution, the duty and office of a bishop differs in nothing from that of other priests, except in the power of ordination and confirmation and right of presidency in ecclesiastical synods.”30 Thus, although the
bishops constituted a separate house of the General Convention, they were denied absolute right of veto on the lower house, one-half of which was comprised of laity. Moreover, parishes merely notified bishops of their choice of clergy and were under no obligation to follow the bishops’ counsel on any given matter. Lay vestries independently administered the temporal affairs of the parishes. State conventions and their standing committees settled all major policy questions and had jurisdiction to try even bishops. Not until 1844 did “the almost hysterical fear of episcopal usurpation that existed among some professed Episcopalians” subside enough to allow, for example, the bishops to judge their own.31

Of course, denominations such as the Congregationalists, Baptists, Disciples of Christ, and Quakers had additional theological commitments against episcopal or other forms of hierarchical leadership. The power to govern was explicitly invested in the congregation whose only high priest was Jesus and who delegated to the minister jurisdiction to administer to the needs of believers. The position taken by Congregationalist minister John Starkwell in 1833 is representative: “The members of these churches have adopted, and are constantly acting upon the principle, that no man, or body of men, has any right to preside over or govern them, unless they have unanimously delegated that right. They claim and exercise the right of choosing their own officers, and regulating their own concerns, responsible to none but Jesus Christ, the sovereign Head of the Church.”32 Thus, church polity reflected the nation’s revolutionary commitment to reevaluating and offering improvements on this most basic of social institutions. This was so for a number of reasons. Not least, the greatest affect of the American Revolution had not been on politics but, as Gordon Wood has shown, on “the relationships that bound people to each other.” Not just kings, but bishops were included in the renunciation of “kinship, patriarchy, and patronage.”33

Whatever they shared with their neighbors in terms of worship practices and organizational nomenclature, the Latter-day Saints did not reject patriarchy. They were shaped by different religious aspirations and organizational principles and, most dramatically, had a very different experience with hierarchy. An early convert to Mormonism remembered, “It was with a joy almost unspeakable that I realized that I was living in a day when God had a prophet upon the earth.”34 The faithful believed God had chosen their leader and they experienced God’s commands as coming from the mouth of a man—first in the ancient scripture he produced, and then by revelatory answers to contemporary questions. Their Book of Commandments proclaimed, “Wherefore I the Lord... called upon my servant Joseph Smith jr. and spake unto
him from heaven, and gave him commandments... that mine everlasting covenant might be established."35 Such pronouncements fueled the public’s concern that Mormonism was “popish.” The historical record shows a more complex phenomenon. Smith’s prophetic claims were defined as the power to beget prophetic authority in others. Quoted more fully, the above canonical statement provided, “I the Lord... gave him commandments [or revelations]... that man should not counsel his fellow man, neither trust in the arm of flesh, but that every man might speak in the name of God.”36 Thus, in principle, the various church offices created by Smith were not only delegations of administrative authority, but ordinations to divine authority, but ordinations to divine authority to “speak in the name of God,” as Smith himself spoke.37

The formal institution of the office of apostle in 1835 provided the occasion for articulating the most direct link between Mormonism’s priestly offices and personal power to mediate the divine. New apostle Parley Pratt, one of twelve so designated, was told, “The veil of the heavens shall be rolled up, thou shalt be permitted to gaze within it, and receive instructions from on high. No arm that is formed and lifted against thee shall prosper, no power shall prevail, for thou shalt have power with God.”38 Smith’s ultimate theological intention was to create in his followers the same power and identity they found so compelling in him, as one with special gnosis received through immediate experience of the divine. Thus, as the type and number of priestly offices expanded in relation to the demands created by an expanding membership, Smith was not inclined to monopolize authority. Rather, based on his understanding of the nature of God and the explicit terms of Smith’s own perceived grant of authority, he set about creating a community of prophets.39 Like the biblical prototype, he wished “that all the Lord’s people were prophets, and that the Lord would put his spirit upon them!”40

Initially, Smith’s wish for a congregation of prophets was conceived of as an ordained priesthood of all worthy male believers. Their authority was atypically not deemed authorized by covenant history or baptismal rite, but legally instituted by angelic visitors from previous eras. This is its own story, but the short of it is that Smith claimed a commission to ordain others based on his own ordination by angelic visits from John the Baptist and St. Peter, each of whom represented for Smith the last authorized administrator of divine authority for their respective people, making Smith their legal successor after a long apostasy.41 Justified by this commission, Smith ordained others to offices within an expanding priestly order. Thus, the Latter-day Saints believed themselves bound to God by an “everlasting covenant” brought into being by God’s immediate word, not biblical word, and mediated
by priestly authority, not a believing community. Their congregational bond to each other was filial, not republican, and eventually confirmed by kinship structures.42

As a consequence, for Latter-day Saints, church covenants were not based on populist authority and did not signify democratic consensus. Theirs was primarily a sacramental, not a social compact. Or, in Timothy Smith’s terms the Mormons illustrated perfectionist concern for the salvific “future of all mankind,” not merely a desire for an idealized social order. Even when voting on matters of church business, the action signified willingness or unwillingness to receive an authoritative determination or appointment, not popular decision making. Voting among the Mormons was a covenant-making process (as we shall see in the discussion of priesthood councils), meant to negotiate unanimity where, by uplifted hands, it was demonstrated lacking.

There was no doubt, however, Smith was the earthly head of this heavenly priesthood and covenant. From the beginning, his production of new canon established his authority independent of any concept of church order and office, and it made him more than first among equals—he was something else entirely. His followers believed that God “gave unto him commandments which inspired him and... power from on high... to translate the Book of Mormon.” He was “a seer, a translator, a prophet.” Smith’s gift for writing sacred texts resulted inevitably in an informal but powerful leadership status that overshadowed all others, even as the membership growth brought more educated and mature men to the movement. “A seer is greater than a prophet,” taught the Book of Mormon, because “a seer is a revelator and a prophet also; and a gift which is greater can no man have, except he should possess the power of God, which no man can.” Thus, the church was told at its organization in 1830 to “give heed unto all his words and commandments.... For his word ye shall receive, as if from mine [God’s] own mouth, in all patience and faith.”43

Not surprisingly, this instruction was necessitated by a contest of revelators among early converts. Within five months of its incorporation, competition for authority had begun among Mormonism’s many priestly prophets.44 Though claimants not infrequently arose to criticize the rightness of his revelation, none ever demonstrated Smith’s scripture writing capacity or, for that matter, his oracular charisma and, hence, never achieved authority among the majority.45 Still, Smith’s intention to create a literal priesthood, not of common inspiration but of prophetic individuals, continued to create tension among the members, especially as their numbers and officers grew. For example, David Whitmer, one of the Smith’s earliest benefactors and believers, unsuccessfully objected to the extension of priestly office
beyond the Christian types and pastoral functions depicted in the Book of Mormon. \(^46\) Notwithstanding these objections, church offices continued to evolve beyond New Testament and Book of Mormon formulas.

As with much else in Mormonism, the conception of office began with the familiar and evolved into the unfamiliar and sacerdotal. Between 1829 and early 1831, the common titles of teacher, priest, and elder were followed by equally familiar deacon and bishop. By 1835, however, high priests, patriarchs, seventies, and apostles were being ordained. Assigning titles and organizational functions was not enough to establish the authority of these offices, of course. The Latter-day Saints had to believe that God could, and indeed needed to, speak through others besides Smith for the proper functioning of the church. Theology and necessity each played a role in this extension of and submission to the authority of others.

Moreover, as with neighboring denominations, growth necessitated the changing shape of Mormonism’s administrative apparatus. In June 1831, fifteen months after the church’s organization, two thousand attended its quarterly conference at Kirtland, Ohio. In August, the number of members in central Missouri was sufficient to hold an independent conference. In the first two weeks of November 1831, four conferences were held. \(^47\) With growth and distance, immediate access to Smith’s revelatory leadership to judge error or arbitrate among competing options was attenuated. Additional persons were needed to develop authoritative policy, execute plans, adjudicate disputes, and respond to the general needs associated with establishing townships and sanctifying souls. Within eighteen months of the church’s founding, the office of “bishop” was created with presiding authority over standing congregations. \(^48\) During this same period, definitions of various church offices—deacon, teacher, priest, and elder—evolved to match the experience of a gathered church with settled congregations, but which had not given up its proselytizing raison d’être.

During the reorganization of male priesthood in the 1830s, the definitions of existing offices were amended and new offices created to fill the ranks of the two priestly orders: one having a “lesser” and the other a “higher” authority. The former (later called “Aaronic”) had authority over rites of justification, such as baptism. The latter (named for the prophet-king Melchizedek) had authority over the sanctifying rites, such as the gift of the Holy Spirit. Within each of these two orders, offices were given a specific jurisdiction and were set in hierarchical relation to another office. For example, an 1832 revelation provided that “the office of Elder and Bishop are necessary appendages belonging unto the high Priesthood, and again the offices of Teacher and Deacon are
necessary appendages belonging to the lesser Priesthood." Moreover, the elders were to “render an account of their stewardship unto the Bishop.” Similarly, the deacons served in support of the teachers. In 1833, the offices of “patriarch” and “apostle” were created, the former being the first hint of the role of kinship in Smith’s priestly ordering of the church. Notwithstanding the practical functions assigned these offices, they retained a mystical, hieratic character. For example, those ordained apostles were charged to “never cease striving till you have seen God face to face.” Each office was granted real world jurisdiction and other worldly powers. As distinctions were established so also were the boundaries of office and the formalities for graduating from one office to another. Eventually, all worthy male members received priestly office within an increasingly complex order of priests and were progressively advanced through the ranks. Ultimately, advancement was directed toward Smith’s own priestly identity and such progression in spiritual capacity and authority quickly became a defining element of church membership.

Others have recovered in detail the historical origins and evolution of the phenomenon of Latter-day Saint priesthood. I have only summarized it here to set up the question of substantive interest to this analysis of antebellum church order. Namely, given the nature of the authority granted and the numbers ordained to it, how did Smith maintain order in such an overtly antinomian enterprise? I have argued that Smith’s first method of regulating expression of prophetic power among his followers was by ordaining them to priestly office within overarching authority structures (Melchizedek and Aaronic), oriented to perfectionist ends but with real world effect. Second, each office not only defined the scope of an individual’s authority but also made that authority subject to other offices and often in a reversal of status. For example, seventeen-year-old William Cahoon was a “teacher” assigned to visit, among others, Joseph Smith’s home to “see that there is no iniquity in the church, neither hardness with each other; neither lying, backbiting, nor evil speaking.” He recalled his trepidation at asking the president of the church to account for himself. “I stood there trembling and said to him; ‘Brother Joseph, I have come to visit you in the capacity of a ward teacher, if it is convenient for you.’ He said, ‘Brother William, come right in. I am glad to see you. Sit down in that chair there and I will go and call my family in.’ They soon came in and took seats. The Prophet said, ‘Brother William, I submit myself and family into your hands,’ and took his seat. . . . By this time my fears and trembling had ceased and I said, ‘Brother Joseph, are you trying to live your religion?’” In this case, “your” must have had a peculiar valence to the young interrogator.
In sum, each office in Mormonism’s ordained priesthood of all believers had its privileges over against and duties subordinate to other offices. All offices were attainable, but all officers were accountable. Thus, notwithstanding the divine gifts he possessed in virtue of his office, no man was ungoverned by priestly office—his own and another’s. The growing structural complexity and idealism of the LDS church between 1830 and Smith’s death in 1844 was not limited to priesthood office, however. Another source of authority was created that also began in forms familiar to antebellum Protestantism, but reoriented to Smith’s perfectionist aspirations.

Councils: Extending and Regulating Male Priestly Power

As the number of offices and the degree of their charismatic aspirations grew, so too did the need to regulate the assertion of authority vis-à-vis each other and the church as a whole. Consequently, the early pattern of general conferences was soon abetted by a number of smaller gatherings with specific duties, including the duty to preside over persons of lesser priestly office. Initially, these smaller, more focused gatherings of persons by rank were also denominated “conferences.” Gradually, however, they were distinguished from “general conferences,” or those gatherings attended by all members, by calling them “councils” or “quorums.” For example, in April 1833, a “conference of High Priests” was called to consider ways to pay for a meetinghouse and to govern a congregation in another county. Three months later, however, a “council of Elders” gathered to hear Brigham Young’s report to his mission to Canada. This informal denomination of leadership meetings as “councils” was formalized when, six months later, in February of 1834, Smith instructed “a council of the High Priests and Elders . . . in all the order in which [it] ought to be conducted.” Five days later, Smith appointed twelve from this group to be a “High Council,” thereby establishing a new layer of plenary authority over church affairs. In addition, certain authority formerly exercised in offices was transferred to councils during this period. For example, elders who had had the right to adjudicate charges of transgression were now subordinated to councils that oversaw the general spiritual (the high council) and temporal (the bishops and their courts) affairs of the church. A letter from Smith was unambiguous: “Elders [judicial] acts are null and void.” The final priesthood offices (“Seventy” and “Apostle”) were created in this same year and their jurisdictions were immediately and explicitly situated in councils.
Chief among the church’s governing councils were the First Presidency, the High Council, and the Council of the Twelve Apostles. The First Presidency, comprised of Smith and two others who assisted him as “first” and “second counselor,” shared executive authority. The other two councils held juridical authority to determine disputes among the members in given geographical areas: the High Council constituting a local governing body over LDS population centers and the apostolic quorum being a traveling council to adjudicate disputes among the scattered branches of the church. As indicated by Smith’s reference to these councils having a unique “order” and “dignity,” this evolution in church structure was not understood as merely an administrative necessity, but also a spiritual one. Indeed, the delay in properly ordering them, he observed, “perhaps, has deprived the councils of some or many blessings.” The “dignity” of Smith’s office, and by implication that of the council itself, derived from its being in the pattern of “ancient days,” he said. Thus, these councils were to be governed by “strict propriety, that no one was allowed to whisper, be weary, leave the room, or get uneasy in the least, until the voice of the Lord, by revelation, or by the voice of the council by the spirit was obtained.”

The manner in which the High Council in Kirtland, Ohio, was organized in February, 1834, illustrates the means by which Smith effected the transfer of what had been exclusively his authority to others: not only by ordaining individuals to prophetic and priestly office, but also by placing them in councils that extended and regulated their authority. As suggested by Smith’s description of “ancient councils” in terms of their discipline, the rules of the council governed the personal deportment of the councilors. Rules were also applied to the council’s deliberations. As with earlier conferences, these and other procedures took familiar forms common to antebellum Protestantism: taking and reading minutes, assigning reports, obtaining acceptance of appointments to office, and establishing parliamentary procedures. As such, the rules reflected the practice and language of a republican political culture. They expressed majoritarian and democratic values and employed practices of legislative bodies, such as providing a definition of a quorum, procedures for substituting for absent councilors, rules for internal discipline and debate, and safeguards for fair trials and appeals from judgments.

Like the conventions of LDS conferences, however, the High Council’s republican procedures were molded by charismatic and autocratic premises. The general council from whom the twelve high councilors were chosen was later considered “assembled... by revelation” and the “High Council was appointed by revelation.” Yet, the High Council neither elected its own members, nor the First
Presidency who presided over it. Rather, the High Council “acknow-
ledge[d]” such appointments by unanimous vote. Moreover, voting was not dispositive of any given result, but rather functioned as the means by which the required “common consent” or unanimity was to be achieved.60 “The President of the Church, who is also the President of the Council, is appointed by revelation, and acknowledged in his administration, by the vote of the Church,” stated the minutes. These minutes were “unanimously adopted and received for a form and constitution... with this provision, that if the President should hereafter discover anything lacking in the same, he should be privileged to supply it.” For all its republican references to “vote,” attention to the representative nature of those who are voting, and enactment of legalistic rules ensuring fair procedures, the High Council operated in the mode of hierarchical covenant-making. Participant votes were characterized as an acknowledgment or reception of a particular initiative. In other words, the final ballot expressed the consensus of the council or commitment to uphold determinations made by higher councils, all of which were believed to have received their office from God.61

In this fashion, the exercise of individual priestly office was regulated by ordering individuals within councils and quorums and by drawing from among them superordinate councils. The latter had authority to adjudicate claims made against those holding priestly office and, later, any church member as well. For example, on the same evening that Smith formed and instructed the High Council, it heard charges against “Bro. [Leonard] Rich for transgressing the word of wisdom [against alcohol and tobacco use] and for selling the [written copies of] revelations at an extortionary [sic] price while he was gone East.”62 Even the church president was subject to the discipline of councils. Six months after being created by him, the High Council heard charges against Smith by one of its own who “accus[ed] brother Joseph Smith Junr. with criminal conduct during his journey to and from Missouri this Spring & Summer.”63

After selecting the High Council through this mixture of republican style and hieratic substance, Smith set apart each member by the laying on of hands. He personally performed this rite for each of his “assistant Presidents” in the new church presidency and for each of the twelve members of the High Council. In doing so, he further linked himself to them as the medium by which their authority was received. The ritual setting apart of the council consisted of Smith giving “such instruction as the Spirit dictated.” Then, laying his hands upon the head of each man, he “blessed them, that they might have wisdom to magnify their office and power to prevail over the adversary.” Whereas in the
first stage of constituting the council Smith had acted the part of president of the church by imposing the rules that would govern it, in the second stage he enacted the role of priestly mediator and prophetic communicator of heavenly powers by imposing his hands, or authority, upon them.

In the final stage of constituting a new authoritative body within the church, Smith gave the High Council a “solemn charge to do their duty in righteousness” and, according to the minutes, all responded with an oath. The solemnity of the oath was, according to one participant, signaled by “rais[ing] our hands to heaven in token of the everlasting covenant.” This act incorporated by reference the ritual greeting and definition of covenant relationship from the Kirtland School of the Prophets, memorialized in the church’s canon as, “Art thou a brother or brethren? I salute you in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ, in token or remembrance of the everlasting covenant, in which covenant I receive you to fellowship, in a determination that is fixed, immovable, and unchangeable, to [be] your friend and brother through the grace of God in the bonds of love, to walk in all the commandments of God blameless, in thanking forever and ever.”

These are the idealistic ties—a “fixed determination” to love and “walk blameless”—that bound LDS governing councils. They contributed also to the ritual means by which priesthood councils were sacralized or made “independent of every incumbrance [sic] beneath the celestial kingdom, by bonds and covenants of mutual friendship, and mutual love.” This was, of course, an ideal often challenged by the real difficulties of using the power created by the priestly and councilor structure. Nevertheless, this paradoxical belief that “independence” was obtained through “bonds . . . of mutual friendship and love” was enacted in this penultimate right of the constitution of the High Council. Between his priestly blessing and their responsive exchange of covenant, the Council participated in a ritual construction of another and competing bond of fealty. It was, however, not the last such bond ritualized in the course of constituting the High Council.

After ordaining members of the High Council, among whom were his father and brother, Smith called his father from among the ranks of the Council to bless Smith himself and his brother Samuel. These blessings were performed in the same fashion as Smith had blessed his father and brother and made them members of the High Council. The substance of the father’s blessing was to promise additional powers to his sons. Just as the son had done in making his father a member of the Council, the father placed his hands on his son and said, “Joseph, I lay my hands upon thy head, and pronounce the blessings of thy progenitors upon thee, and that thou mayest hold the keys
of the mysteries of the kingdom of heaven until the coming of the Lord. Amen.” In the same fashion, to his other son he said, “Samuel, I lay my hands upon thy head, and pronounce the blessings of thy progenitors upon thee, that thou mayest remain a Priest of the Most High God, and like Samuel of old, hear His voice, saying, Samuel, Samuel.” In this final stage of the ritual, Joseph Smith placed himself on equal footing with his brother and in subordinate relation to his father within minutes of having exercised his presiding authority over them both. This status reversal was also enacted by the only other father and son present. John Johnson was invited to bless his son Luke, who had been called to the High Council by Smith.67

Though the record does not state Smith’s purpose in including these patriarchal blessings in the rites that conferred ecclesiastical authority, the effect was to place in high relief and legitimize the existence of overlapping status relationships among these new leaders and the general members of the church. Smith’s reversing his own status and treating it as one with that of his brother Samuel and Luke Johnson demonstrated to the High Council that their status was not absolute—it varied according to their relation to others. This overlapping of status relationships set implicit limits on the power of the High Council. The assertion of patriarchal authority reminded each hierarch that he was always somebody’s son and subordinated to him regardless of ecclesiastical authority. The rite mitigated the supremacy of the First Presidency and High Council by subordinating them to other authority (namely, their fathers), even though the sons, as high councilors, were ecclesiastically superordinate to their fathers.

In sum, between 1831 and 1839, Smith not only empowered men to perform many of his charismatic duties, but simultaneously set limits by office and council on the exercise of their power. As illustrated by the priestly and patriarchal liturgies which created it, the High Council was first limited by the rules which it received by covenant and which placed its members in certain roles vis-à-vis each other, for example, who had seniority and who might speak in what order at any given time. Secondly, the priestly rites of instructing and setting them apart enacted their relation to Smith as the source of their own prophetic delegation. Even the order of the settings apart illustrated the hierarchy between the Assistant Presidents and the High Council, as well as the internal hierarchy among the members of the council. Finally, all the new hierarchs witnessed the fact that they were not in all cases superordinate to the members of the church when they observed Smith’s subordination to his father and the generalization of that subordination by the priestly blessings by Father Johnson and, later,
Father Whitmer. In this fashion, overlapping status relationships, together with rulemaking and priestly ties, operated to effect boundaries to the authority granted the High Council and its members. In the next decade, what was implicit in this display of patriarchal priesthood in relation to sons was made explicit: patriarchs became such only in relation to matriarchs. Women were integrated into the shifting status relationships of Mormonism’s priestly order.

Councils Stage Two: Creating and Regulating Female Priestly Power

The first indication that ecclesiastical authority would be extended to Latter-day Saint women came in the form of a revelation via Smith to his wife, Emma Hale Smith, in July 1830, three months after the organization of the church. After addressing her as an “elect lady, whom I [God] have called,” the revelation informed her, “the office of thy calling shall be for a comfort unto my servant Joseph.” Further defined as providing Smith with consolation in his afflictions, company in his travels, and a scribe for his words, these initial elements of Emma Smith’s calling must have seemed as unremarkable to her as they do to us. None of these functions were unique, either in terms of early nineteenth-century wifely duties generally or Emma’s experience specifically. She had, for example, already served as a scribe for the Book of Mormon. While she could not have imagined the travails that awaited her in the remaining fourteen years of her husband’s life, she would have expected to share his fate as a consequence of her marriage vows three years earlier. Nevertheless, the integration of her church office with her marital status is worth noting because of its importance to future doctrinal developments.

Other elements in this revelation did, however, innovate on contemporary women’s religious roles. Emma was informed that she would be “ordained” by her prophet-husband “to expound scriptures, and to exhort the church.” The revelation further instructed her that “thy time…shall be given to writing, and to learning much and… thou shalt lay aside the things of this world, and seek for the things of a better.” Thus, Emma Smith’s calling was not the more typical self-generated call to female preaching based on personal conversion and inspiration. Neither did it arise in the context of religious enthusiasm or explicit millenarian expectations, as was common among contemporary female exhorters. Rather, Emma was promised a consecration by the chief ecclesiastical officer and a setting apart to a public function within a standing church. Her new status was to be manifest in spoken and
written word and to be maintained by a dedication to and study of heavenly things. As such, it was distinguishable from her calling to sustain and comfort her husband in his duties to the church.

That Emma was being treated as an independent spiritual agent and given ecclesiastical authority is further illustrated by comparing the revelatory instructions she received to that given Joseph Smith and two others on the same day, and likewise recorded in the Book of Commandments. The three men were exhorted to “let your time be devoted to the studying of the scriptures, and to preaching, and to confirming the church.” Thus, Emma’s call was in relevant part indistinguishable from that of her coreligionists during these early months and, lest that be lost on any, the revelation to her concluded with the prescription “this is my voice unto all. Amen.” Even a concluding reference to “delight in thy husband, and the glory which shall come to him” need not be narrowly construed as a particular requirement for Emma. It is at least as probable that it referred to the universal requirement that Smith be recognized as the head of the church, as indicated above. Unfortunately, virtually nothing is known of how Emma Smith expressed her authority or acted pursuant to this calling until, twelve years later, her husband began to order the women, as he had the men, by priestly office, council and kinship ties.

By the spring of 1842, the Latter-day Saints had gathered to the western border of Illinois and were again attempting to build a temple-centered city. This one they optimistically called “Nauvoo,” a neologism signifying heavenly peace and restating their intent to build Zion on the American frontier. The demands associated with this endeavor occupied the attention and energy of all, whether seasoned exiles from Missouri or newly converted emigrants from England. While the men worked their appointed rounds on construction, the women sought to raise much-needed cash for nails and other necessities. Certain women felt the need to organize their efforts in the pattern of women’s benevolent societies and asked Smith for his approval of their plans. Smith responded that he had “something better for them than a written Constitution.” That something was to shape the original group of women’s intentions into a priestly order and turn their modest aspirations into ritually constructed sources of spiritual power and ecclesiastical authority.

On March 17, 1842, Smith met as promised with the women who wished to organize a benevolent society. He brought with him two apostles responsible for recording the church’s official business: John Taylor, editor of Times and Seasons, and Willard Richards, church historian. In addition, several women were present who had not been part of the group whose “written Constitution” was deemed inadequate. It is
impossible to identify with certainty the newcomers, since there is no list of attendees to the original meeting of “neighbors” living in the north end of town. Neither can we assume that only Joseph Smith invited the new faces. Given her status and her husband’s intentions for the society, Emma Smith probably had a say in the invitations. Several in the room that day were not only close neighbors to the Smith’s at the south edge of town; they were also Emma’s closest associates. Moreover, of the twenty women present, at least half were the kin—spouses, daughters, cousins—of men in the church’s highest priesthood offices and councils. The opening hymn for the meeting was the final notice that this was both an official and significant occasion. From an anthem written for the dedication of the Kirtland temple, they sang, “We call in our solemn assemblies, in spirit, . . . That we through our faith may begin to inherit the visions, and blessings, and glories of God.”

The location, attendees, and liturgical elements of the meeting lent solemnity to what was ultimately a plan to change the women’s benevolent society into a church council of limited membership, presided over by ordained female leadership, and entitled to receive revelation in order to save souls. Thus, Smith began the meeting by seeking the women’s commitment to the unity and righteousness required of all other quorums he had organized. He asked the women to determine if they could accept each other in “full fellowship, and . . . to the privileges of the Institution about to be formed.” He and his male associates left the room while the women discussed the motion. Whatever standard the women used to make this determination, the question itself implied a sense of exclusivity and authority or “privileges” common to priesthood councils. Most significantly, the women, like the men, were to be led not by a directorate, but by a three-person presidency comprised of Emma Smith and counselors of her own choosing. This triumvirate was, Joseph Smith said, to “preside just as the Presidency preside over the church.” As such, they were to “serve as a constitution—all their decisions be considered law; and acted upon as such.” This revelatory presidency was the promised “something better” than a written constitution.

Not surprisingly, the emphasis throughout the meeting was on the manner in which such a presidency should preside. The substance of the direction they received mirrored what we have already seen in other organizational meetings: instruction in republican procedural devices, ordination to a role in a particular office, and emphasis on the charism of revelation. Smith instructed the women that they should speak in order, use procedural motions, and keep minutes. As for the ordination of the presidency, co-founder Sarah Kimball remembered that, while Emma’s counselors were ordained by the laying on of hands,
the same ritual action simply “confirmed on Emma Smith her former ordination and blessed her to be a mother in Israel, a pattern of virtue and to possess all the qualifications necessary to enable her to preside with dignity and give such instruction, as may be requisite in her calling as an elect lady.” As with the High Council, the women’s presidency was received unanimously by vote signifying the willingness of the women to accept its leadership. With respect to other offices, Joseph Smith left that prerogative to Emma Smith and her counselors. “If any Officers are wanted to carry out the designs of the Institution,” he said, “let them be appointed and set apart, as Deacons, Teachers &c. are among us.” Later he would emphasize the point: “Those ordain’d to lead the Society are authoriz’d to appoint to different offices as the circumstances shall require.”

Once the new presidency was constituted, Emma Smith assumed the role of chair and turned to the first order of business: naming their enterprise, a task required by the fact that the women did not hold a specific priesthood office that would define their quorum. Neither could it be defined in term of its hierarchical relation to others, like the High Council. The women’s quorum had stewardship for all women in the church and there probably would have been less confusion if they had simply named it the “Women’s Council.” The initial impulse toward benevolence and the influence of cultural patterns dominated the imagination of most gathered that day, however. There were several suggestions for a name and no little debate. In opposition to several, including her husband and his male associates, Emma argued that her society not employ the common denominator “benevolent” in order to avoid the inference of moral laxity associated with certain contemporary women’s societies. It was a demand consistent with her personal scrupulousness and the first hint in the historical record of a moral temper that would sustain her battle against her husband over polygamy. At the moment, however, all that was apparent was that Emma did not want her society identified with “public Institutions” or “call’d after other Societies in the world.” “We are going to do something extraordinary,” she insisted. Hers was an ecclesiastical institution, not a social one, and its name should indicate as much. The men conceded in the face of an “argument...so potent,” and all agreed the name should be “The Female Relief Society of Nauvoo.” In practice, however, the Relief Society would struggle to define its extraordinariness or difference from other benevolent societies and eventually be overwhelmed by an internal battle over polygamy.

No doubt, for most of the women present at these early meetings, the Society’s desired extraordinariness was understood in terms
of the demand for personal holiness, not merely social reform. Like his wife, however, Joseph Smith had a larger goal for the Relief Society and stipulated that it was “not only to relieve the poor but to save souls.” He explicitly rooted the Society in his biblical restorationism and modeled it after the priesthood order, stating, “the Society should move according to the ancient Priesthood...making of this Society a kingdom of priests as in Enoch’s day—as in Paul’s day.” Moreover, Smith made Jesus the type for their new identity, instructing the women that “you must enlarge your souls toward others if you [would] do like Jesus, and carry your fellow creatures to Abram’s bosom.” Later he added, “Jesus designs to save the people out of their sins. Said Jesus ye shall do the work which ye see me do. These are the grand key words for the Society to act upon.” Most dramatically, Smith announced that, given the possibility that the Missourians who still sought to execute him might succeed, the members of the Society must be prepared to lead the church without him. Therefore, he told them, “The keys of the kingdom are about to be given to them, that they may be able to detect every thing false—as well as to the Elders.” This allusion to keys to esoteric knowledge signaled the women’s later inclusion in new temple ordinances. But first, the society had to prepare itself by becoming a “select society, separate from all the evils of the world, choice, virtuous and holy.”

Smith gave the Relief Society two duties: “looking to the wants of the poor” and “correcting the morals and strengthening the virtues of the female community.” These were the classic activities of antebellum women’s benevolence and reform associations, but the objects of Nauvoo women’s ministrations were members of the church. This gave the women certain rights with respect to church matters that had been heretofore men’s exclusive prerogative, especially those men holding the priesthood offices recommended to the women by Smith: the Aaronic titles “Deacons, Teachers &c.” His choice of titles appears not to have been without intention. The defining elements of the offices of deacon and teacher among the men did not differ materially from Smith’s description of the women’s rights and duties. Deacons assisted teachers, who were “to watch over the Church always & be with them & strengthen them & see that there is no iniquity in the church,... & see that the Church meet to gether often & also see that all the members do their duty &... take the lead of Meetings in the absence of [one of higher office]... but neither the Teacher nor Deacons have authority to Baptize nor administer the Sacrement [sic] But are to warn expound exhort & teach & invite all to come unto Christ.” The women, too, were not authorized to perform church sacraments, but were unlimited with respect to the privilege of “expound[ing] the scriptures to all.”
The women’s Aaronic-like privileges were, however, couched in terms of “saying the Elders the trouble of rebuking” and “provoking the brethren to good works.” Thus, the men unquestionably retained primary responsibility for the “preparatory gospel of repentance” (or reform and its attendant ordinances), as well as the responsibility for the temporal affairs of the church, including the economic needs of the poor. Nevertheless, Smith’s charge to the women was indistinguishable from that given male deacons and may be another instance of Smith’s restorationism. However much these early Mormon women resembled biblical “deaconesses,” it is important to note that Smith did not limit their potential titles as such, and he explicitly included them in his priesthood schema, not merely as beneficiaries of it. Finally, as with every other church council, the women’s privileges were charismatic, even revelatory. Smith promised, “If you live up to your privileges, the angels cannot be restrain’d from being your associates,” a definitive component of the Aaronic Priesthood, as described above. Or, in other words, the charismatic dimension of the women’s privileges were to have temporal effect. Emma’s counselor Elizabeth Ann Whitney remembered being ordained “under the hand of Joseph Smith the Prophet to administer to the sick and comfort the sorrowful. Several other sisters were also ordained and set apart to administer in these holy ordinances.” Thus, women of the Relief Society gave blessings by the laying on of hands, the classic sign of religious authority.

Not surprisingly, some felt these privileges transgressed the authority of the men. On April 28, 1842, just six weeks after the women were organized, Smith met again with the society “to make observations respecting the Priesthood, and give instructions for the benefit of the Society.” He had heard that “some little thing was circulating in the Society, that some persons were not going right in laying hands on the sick &c.” He probably heard of this “little thing” from his wife who was among the “some persons” laying on hands. The minutes of the April 19 meeting recorded that a “Mrs. Durfee” thanked Emma Smith and her counselors for the “great blessing she received when administered to after the close of the last meeting.” Mrs. Durfee went so far as to say that “she never realized more benefit thro’ any administration—that she was heal’d, and thought the sisters had more faith than the brethren.” If this or similar conviction were expressed outside the Relief Society, it is likely that some men felt insulted, if not threatened.

The more immediate problem, however, was that the women themselves were uncomfortable with their privileges. Consequently, Joseph Smith met with them again and lent his personal authority to the practice by “offering instruction respecting the propriety of females administering to the sick by the laying on of hands”—said it
was according to revelation &c." He asked the women, “If they could not see by this sweeping stroke, that wherein they are ordained, it is the privilege of those set apart to administer in that authority which is confer’d on them—and if the sisters should have faith to heal the sick, let all hold their tongues, and let every thing roll on.” The problem did not abate, however, neither among the women nor the men. The following year, a visiting speaker “chided the [Relief Society] Committee who had expressed fears of acting out of their place.” He told them, without the women’s new authority, “there would be a lack in the Church [—] the Order of the Priesthood is not complete without it [the Relief Society]; let every one act in their place, then all will move on most gloriously [—] The Purposes of God will be accomplished." 

It was not simply anxiety about shared authority that caused the men and women’s councils in Nauvoo to operate independent of one another, however. Their jurisdictions differed. But, interestingly, these gendered differences were not identical to popular notions of public and private spheres. When structuring the Relief Society, Smith used the “elect lady” revelation of twelve years earlier both to broaden and limit the public expression of women’s authority within the church. On the one hand, he pronounced the revelation fulfilled in Emma Smith’s new office “to preside” and extended its promise of ecclesiastical authority to all women of the Society. Just as Emma “was ordain’d at the time the Revelation was given, to expound the scriptures to all,” so also “others, may attain to the same blessings.” On the other hand, the women were ordained, he said, “to teach the female part of community.” Thus, while broadening the revelation’s application to others, he narrowed their teaching authority to their own gender. He left unrestricted women’s license to “expound the scriptures to all.”

This compromise between broad preaching authority and narrow presiding authority possessed by the women of the Relief Society revealed the limits of the Latter-day Saint’s radical restorationism: it did not adopt a genderless view of the world or the church. In Smith’s cosmology, both men and women participated with power in effecting God’s plan for human salvation. Both sexes were commissioned to “save souls,” but the jurisdictional reach of their authority differed. During the March 17 meeting, Smith had limited the women’s privileges to minister to the poor and “strengthen virtue” to only “the female community.” Six weeks later, he repeated these jurisdictional boundaries when counseling the Society regarding priesthood: “Let your labors be confin’d mostly to those around you in your own circle; as far as knowledge is concerned, it may extend to all the world, but your administrations, should be confin’d to the circle of your immediate acquaintance,
and more especially to the members of the Society.” Here, too, one sees the unlimited authority “as far as knowledge is concerned”: women were not to “keep silent” in the church, but “administration” of such divine rites as laying on of hands was “confin’d” to their select society.

Thus, as in all the other priestly councils, the Relief Society’s duties and rights were exercised within an ecclesiastical bureaucracy of offices and councils within which individuals were both granted authority and limited vis-à-vis others in the exercise of it. With the introduction of the women into this structure, limitations included gender distinctions from the beginning. These gender distinctions were defined not in terms of the nature of the authority, but rather its jurisdictional scope. Or, in canonical terms, men held the “keys” to (or presided over) the Aaronic and Melchizedek orders. Women, however, participated in the powers associated with these two orders (ministering to the poor, rebuking the sinful, teaching, healing and blessing by the laying on of hands), but did not preside, that is, except those deemed an “Elec Lady,” who presided over the “female community.” The women’s authority over the women of the church was, nonetheless, real. The Society, not the church’s male leadership, was to identify its own organizational needs and set apart persons to fill those needs. When one such leader addressed the Seventh Ward Relief Society at its invitation, he admitted “a delicacy in rising to address the Society.” While such language was a politeness of the times, Reynolds Cahoon seemed to be expressing a particular sensitivity since he immediately turned his attention to a comment on the Society’s identity and authority. There were, he said, “many Benevolent Societies abroad designed [sic] to do good but not as this . . . according to the order of God connected with the priesthood.”

As with men’s councils and quorums, the structure of the Relief Society and the relationships it created among the women held the possibility of training individuals in advancing degrees of charismatic and ecclesiastical authority: preaching, healing, presiding at meetings, calling others to offices, and in other ways administering to the spiritual needs of those within the church. Ultimately, however, we cannot know the limits of the authority granted the Society because they were not tested. Notwithstanding Smith’s commission “to make of this Society a kingdom of priests as in Enoch’s day—as in Paul’s day,” the women reverted to the familiar forms of women’s benevolent societies. In actual practice, the only office maintained by the Society was “teacher,” based on Smith’s original charge to create “Deacons, Teachers &c.” Instead of acting by individual appointment and setting apart to specific office, the Society created ad hoc committees to perform its duties. Group assessments of welfare needs and
committee reports of investigations of misconduct were the common practice. For example, on April 19, 1842, a “committee was appointed” to investigate the concerns behind a failed vote to admit a woman to membership. The following week, Joseph Smith visited again and reminded the women “those ordain’d to lead the Society, are authoriz’d to appoint to different offices as the circumstances shall require.”

His remarks seem to have made no lasting impression. Immediately afterward, “the Committee appointed to investigate into the cases of individuals” was asked to report and “Councillor Whitney call’d on those who could represent the poor, to do so.” As late as 1843, a member of the Relief Society “suggested the necessity of having a committee to [be] appointed to search out the poor and suffering—To call on the rich for aid and thus as far as possible relieve the wants of all.” From the minutes of their meetings, it does not appear that the women formally ordered themselves in priestly office beyond that of president and counselors. Later Eliza Snow said as much when she became president of the Relief Society in Utah. Snow frequently exhorted LDS women not to forget “Pres Joseph Smith organized the Relief Society by revelation and after the pattern of the priesthood.” She was, however, “afraid we did not appreciate this, or many would be more alive to their duties. Woman was not only created as a help meet for man but to be one with him in the priesthood.”

Such oneness was the ultimate goal of Smith’s new temple rites and the Relief Society was intended to prepare the women for them. After chiding the sisters for their passivity and fear in exercising their priestly privileges, Reynolds Cahoon, a member of the triumvirate in charge of temple construction, said, “You knew no doubt but this Society is rais’d [sic] by the Lord to prepare us for the great blessings which are for us in the House of the Lord in the Temple.” There he would complete the perfectionist and hierarchal ordering of his church and do so by enlarging the scope of his third and final form of authority.

**Family: Constructing Priestly Kinship**

The new “great blessings” of the Nauvoo temple were available to all, male and female alike. The men’s earlier “endowment from on high” in the Kirtland temple was deemed incomplete, not merely in terms of liturgical content, but also in its exclusion of women. “Without the female all things cannot be restor’d to the earth—it takes all to restore the Priesthood,” the sisters were assured. Especially telling was Smith’s instruction that the Society’s work was salvific: “You must
enlarge your souls toward others if you [w]ould do like Jesus, and carry your fellow creatures to Abram’s bosom.” ¹¹¹ But Smith’s sacramental intentions for the women were also implicit in his exhortation to limit Relief Society membership to the worthy and in his promise that “the keys of the kingdom are about to be given to them.” The most obvious proof of this promise was in a new rite of marriage that made women’s temple participation not only welcome, but necessary. This rite, properly called a “sealing,” initiated the couple into yet another order of priesthood. As with Mormonism’s other degrees of priesthood—Aaronic (lesser) or Melchizedek (higher)—this third order was conceptualized within a biblical narrative and was denominated either “Patriarchal” or “Abrahamic Priesthood.”

Two weeks prior to his organizing the Relief Society, Smith had published a revision of the biblical account of the origins of the Abrahamic covenant titled “A Translation of ancient Records that have fallen into our hands from the Catecombs [sic] of Egypt, purporting to be the writings of Abraham.” The new scripture elaborated on the meaning of Israel’s covenant birthright, as defined in the Hebrew and Christian canon, to be “a kingdom of priests and a holy nation” (Exodus 19:6) and “a chosen people, a royal priesthood, a holy nation, God’s special possession” (I Peter 2:9). In Smith’s version of Abraham’s theophany, priesthood and birthright are equated with particular emphasis, when God stipulates “in thee (that is, in thy Priesthood) and in thy seed (that is, thy Priesthood), for I give unto thee a promise that this right shall continue in thee, and in thy seed after thee (that is to say, the literal seed, or the seed of the body) shall all the families of the earth be blessed, even with the blessings of the Gospel, which are the blessings of salvation, even of life eternal.”¹¹¹

Thus, the Nauvoo temple made explicit the necessary connection of fathers to wives and mothers, at the same time as Smith was organizing women into a priestly society preparatory to their temple “endowment.” The endowment stage of the temple rite preceded marital sealing and ritually placed women within Aaronic and Melchizedek priesthood, though without bestowing ecclesiastical office. As a consequence of this ordering, both the bride and the groom came to the sealing with status to receive this additional, Abrahamic covenant whereby their progeny would be deemed “a kingdom of priests and a holy nation” (Exodus 19:6) and “a chosen people, a royal priesthood, a holy nation, God’s special possession” (I Peter 2:9). Invoking these biblical themes, the Nauvoo temple’s marital sealings created unions like those of Abraham, Sarah, Hagar, and Keturah that bestowed divine rights upon their offspring.¹¹² Again, it is beyond the scope of this article to discuss this theology except to note that it included the model of Israel’s
matriarchs. The implicit significance of matriarchs who made possible the patriarchs, who had blessed sons in the earlier high councils, was now express and even routinized.

As early as 1835, Smith had opined that God established marriage according to a pattern of “everlasting priesthood.”

By 1842, men and women were being joined or “sealed” by temple rites that constituted a new locus of priesthood. The majority of these “sealings” were marriages; some were adoptions.

All were designed to bestow priestly authority through ritually constructed kinship. Thus, not surprisingly given Smith’s tendency to shifting status and roles, those initiated into this priesthood of Abraham and implicitly Sarah, during Smith’s lifetime comprised a council informally denominated a mixed-gender “anointed quorum” or “quorum of the anointed,” a reference to the Nauvoo’s temple rites. The performance of these rites for the benefit of new initiates, male and female, was the Anointed Quorum’s primary function.

Meeting in regular Sunday prayer meetings and at other times as necessary, the Quorum’s governmental function was to obtain divine intervention in specific matters of particular need or crisis and to detect false revelation through the keys given in the endowment. Women participated fully in the sacramental business of the quorum. A half-century later, a member of the Nauvoo Relief Society and the Anointed Quorum presided over the Society in Utah. She instructed this second generation that Joseph Smith “wanted to make us, as the women were in Paul’s day, a ‘kingdom of priestesses.’ We have the ceremony in our [temple] endowments as Joseph taught.” As with the decision to mix patriarchal and ecclesiastical status in associating a father’s blessings with the ordination of the church’s first High Councils, Smith’s motives for mixing marital and ecclesial status are not obvious from the existing literature. Neither do they matter for the present analysis of the manner in which power was extended and regulated within LDS church order. The fact that creating such relational webs—either monogamously or polygamously—was considered necessary to obtain ecclesiastical and sacramental authority to administer salvation, as well as church order, is the point of the present study.

Nauvoo’s ritually constructed, highly gendered and mutually reciprocal priestly marriages delimited the operation of male ecclesiastical privilege among the Mormons. While the early history of women’s enactment of their privileges in the Utah Territory illustrates this, chief proof lies in the fact that Joseph Smith, notwithstanding his ecclesiastical presidency, was not made president of the Anointed Quorum until his wife agreed to join it on September 28, 1843. Thus, a year prior to his death, Smith succeeded in creating a priestly order.
of women in a similar fashion as he had for men. Where he would have taken it, had he lived, cannot be known. But just as the definition of male authority within the LDS church was largely a trope on Joseph Smith’s self-understanding and experience, so also the definition of female authority was centered on the person of Emma Hale Smith. She was the priestess, prophetess, and queen to his own claim to priestly, prophetic, and kingly powers. For Smith, all these roles and offices for both genders were most fully defined in the union of female and male that combined and applied their rights in the matriarchal and patriarchal order expressed in celestial or plural marriages.

Early in his tenure as church president, Smith explained, “It was my endeavor, to so organize the Church, that the brethren might eventually be in dependent of every incumbrance [sic] beneath the celestial kingdom, by bonds and covenants of mutual friendship, and mutual love.” He spent the first dozen years ordering and training the brethren that “all might speak in the name of God.” In 1842, the “all” included the sisters albeit restricted as to jurisdiction, but not type of authority. Then, in the two years remaining to him, Smith officiated in complex rituals that created a dense network of “bonds and covenants” within church, temple, and home.

Conclusion

Ultimately, for Smith, the saving power of the Christian gospel was invested in and through relationships of all kinds but typified in shifting statuses and reciprocities of power, not republican separations of power. While the Latter-day Saints continued to share a religious and republican vocabulary with their Protestant neighbors—bishop, deacon, elder, conference, common consent, universal or lay priesthood—these terms acquired new and different content as the Latter-day Saints had new and different experiences with once familiar forms, especially as modeled in the person of their prophet and his narrative theology. This experience enabled most of these sons and daughters of the American Revolution to make a surprisingly quick passage from congregational to hierarchical ecclesiology and from commonsense to sacramental ideology. Observing this, most nineteenth-century commentators concluded that Mormonism was inclined to popish, if not Moorish excesses adverse to a Protestant nation. As discussed above, today’s scholarship typically takes the opposite view: Mormonism was “constituted[d] . . . according to popular norms.”

These contrary conclusions aptly convey Mormonism’s capacity to evoke simultaneously a sense of the familiar and the strange.
Neither conclusion illuminates the whole, however. Constituted as a universal, but hierarchical priesthood of all believers, Mormonism claimed holy or sacramental, not populist, power and consequently fielded a different set of organizational strategies not only to produce that effect, but also to order it among masses of devotees. These forms were as imaginative and complex as the biblical narratives and ecclesiastical types from which they were drawn. Moreover, they have succeeded in propagating and stabilizing a surprisingly resilient social organization and religious ethos. To ignore these strategies by conflating them with broader cultural norms, such as populism and evangelical republicanism, occludes one of the more interesting innovations on those norms. It could even be said it obscures significant alternatives to regnant tropes on American religion and does so at the cost of better understanding the persistence and appeal of radically perfectionist religion in America.

Thus, this article is not a claim for Mormon exceptionalism. To the contrary, it is offered as an invitation to consider whether social histories and culture studies, as they have come to dominate the study of American religion generally, have at times elided the complexities of their subject. At their best, such as in Hatch’s rich interpretation of early American Methodists, Noll’s masterful interpretation of America’s God, George Marsden’s analysis of fundamentalism, and Grant Wacker’s attractive thesis on Pentecostalism’s evolution toward evangelicalism, they provide formidable arguments for the inexorable evolution of American Christianity toward a particular kind of public ethic. I have argued elsewhere that such conformity was demanded of any who would obtain First Amendment protection. But, like most arguments, these can be carried too far. It would, for example, be “too far” to conclude that the nation obtained the degree of conformity it demanded in exchange for Constitutional protection. Nevertheless, in America and even in its academies, the belief abides that real religion is democratic in spirit, congregational in organization, and primarily ethical in its commitments.

Let me conclude, then, with one last observation regarding Hatch’s application of his thesis to American religion generally. In the final pages of Democratization, several “firebrands of democracy” among early Baptists, Methodists, Campbellites, and Mormons are identified as attempting to keep the fires of conversion burning against the dampening effects of oppressive social convention. He asserts these figures had two, dichotomous choices: “authentic servanthood and exploitive demagoguery.” They could either submit to the power of the people or exercise power over them. The one a virtue, the other a vice, these alternatives for the exercise of religious authority are “two
realities about the character of popular religion” or of groups led by “magnetic figures, often at the periphery of denominational traditions.”

Such concern is at least as old as Anabaptist Muenster and subtly reprises Protestant anxiety about revelation, whether explicit, as in Joseph Smith’s case, or implicit in virtually all “magnetic figures” who mobilize others to nonnormative religious action. Recent work has begun to explore the limits of that anxiety as early as the seventeenth century and into the mid-nineteenth century, showing that it was not uniform or as widely shared as the historiography has led us to believe. This article is a plea for more such deepening and disruption: work that includes a greater variety of American religious belief and practice and is confident enough to return to those hoary subjects of ecclesiastical polity, doctrinal statement, and ethical commitment in order to understand American religion(s).
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**ABSTRACT** Mormonism’s founder Joseph Smith created a complex and hieratic priestly structure within a radically democratizing nation. His stated goal was to convey to all the faithful what he believed to be his own powers of prophecy and priestly mediation of divine presence. Thus, out of historiographic arguments about where to place Mormonism within the narrative of antebellum religious polity there arises a potentially more essential question: how did early Mormonism sustain any structural coherence, much less the order it was famous for? This essay argues that Smith avoided the atomization of his movement by creating three power structures and assigning every believer a status in each. Thus, status was not absolute or static: it shifted as the person moved among the three sites of power. Or, in other words, the degree and nature of the authority held by anyone at any give time was particular to the locus of the power—office, council, or kinship—not the person. These shifting status relationships stabilized Mormonism’s potentially self-destructive antinomianism and, as a historiographical matter, have been mistaken for populism. The power struggles this occasioned within his movement, particularly over Smith’s inclusion of women in his priestly hierarchy, weakened his vision of reciprocal authority and shifting jurisdiction. Compromised by romanticized gender norms, but not abandoned, this power structure continues to constitute the governing structure of Mormonism, leaving it still republican in style, not substance. Historiographically, it is hoped that this closer analysis of Mormonism’s polity illuminates the existence of alternatives to regnant tropes on the nature of antebellum religion and contributes to better understanding of the means by which at least one perfectionist religion has survived notwithstanding its radically antinomian tendencies.
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